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Parachute jump brisbane

SKYDIVERS TAKE NOTE: COVID-19 GOVERNMENT DIRECTIVES: A LIMITED NUMBER ARE ALLOWED IN THE DROP ZONE. YOU MUST REGISTER BEFORE ARRIVING. Social distancing must be respected by anyone who is in the fall zone. Wear a mask. Wear masks and gloves while diving.



Non-compliance leads to eviction of DZ. * With effect from 31 December 2004, the commission shall *Bookings are important before entering the drop zone. Ramblers Drop Zone Toogoolawah is open only to Ramblers Tandem Customers, Students, visiting skydivers and members of the Toogoolawah
Skydivers Club who have registered with Drop Zone prior to their arrival and who have received their booking confirmation. DO NOT RECEIVE UNANNOUNCED. GOTTA READ! Of us Skydive Ramblers at Toogoolawah is Queensland's largest and longest established skydiving operation. Just a short
drive from Brisbane, Ipswich, Toowoomba, the Gold Coast and the Sunshine Coast, we've been teaching people to jump off planes since 1972 and having people in tandem skydives since 1984. We love your job and we'd like you skydiving too! At Skydive Ramblers, you can learn skydive under the
tutelage of Australia's most experienced instructors. We offer an AFF (Accelerated Freefall) training course that allows you to earn your full skydiving A certificate. If you want to experience the thrill of skydiving without the need for intensive training, one of our highly experienced tandem skydiving
instructors may have you trained, ready and ready to jump in just one hour! Fun Jumpers and experienced skydivers will find an active skydiving club in our Drop Zone friendly, social atmosphere, legendary for your parties! Our Drop Zone has all mod cons; licensed bar, swimming pool, snack bar,
entertainment area, accommodation, clean facilities, laundry facilities and gym! Not to mention the beautiful weather all year round. With easy access to all areas of South Queensland, Skydive Ramblers has been the number one choice for skydiving in Brisbane and Queensland for more than 40 years! A
tandem skydive over some of Australia's most spectacular beach, city and bushland panoramas, from beach jumps to Sydney's only beach skydive, to the action-packed city jumps in the heart of Melbourne and everything in between! This adventure tourism attraction offers tandem skydiving at Australia's
highest altitude of up to 15,000ft. Experience the ultimate thrill of freefall over 200km/h up to a crazy 60 seconds, and then float under the canopy for 5-7 minutes soaking up spectacular views from above. We offer open-dated vouchers that are valid for three years from the date of purchase with unlimited
date and location changes on our network. Grab one today and start planning your next sky-high adventure. BOOKING CONDITIONSAll paperwork, safety information and gear shifting must be completed. At the time of booking, the validity of the different supplier reserves the right to change without
notice. All bookings are only refunded at arrival/check-in time. Please note that this is not skydive time. While the supplier tries to perform a human tandem skydive within 4 hours of arrival, the supplier advises you to arrive without time constraints - you should plan that it would be an all-day activity. Since
safety is the supplier's main concern, factors such as wind, cloud, rain, thermal turbulence, etc. and other factors such as air traffic can affect the time it takes to complete your skydiving activity. The weather can become better or worse in minutes, and you can't skydive if you're not a supplier to The Drop
Zone. Weather conditions and other unforeseen circumstances may also require the supplier to change the height of the parachutes. As the aircraft are mechanical and become periodically unavailable, the supplier reserves the right to change the aircraft type without notice. In some cases, these aircraft
changes and the ATC may require the supplier to change the required height and the number of participants in the aeroplane. In addition, the supplier reserves the right to re schedule your skydiving. Your doctor should discuss your doctor's treatment before booking, which may affect your safety. Alcohol
or recreational medicinal products should not be taken at least 8 hours prior to arrival. Please inform your supplier if you are taking prescription medicines. The minimum age is 12 years old and all minors must have a legal guardian present on the day of the tandem skydive. All persons are included in the
Tandem Master rating. A weight of more than 110kg depends on the DZSO/Tandem Master assessment and different weight limit limits can apply to any site. All persons with 95kg and above will be accompanied by a premium of $50.00 AUD (with GST). Those 105kg and above, a premium of $75.00
AUD (including GST) applies. Those 115kg and more, a premium of $100.00 AUD (including GST) applies. Discount coupons are only valid for direct bookings with the supplier, as specifically stated in the ad. Bookers are not obliged to accept discount coupons. All public holidays occur at a regular tandem
skydive weekend rate. All online bookings bear a $4.95 transaction fee (including GST). Not all bookings are final, no refund will be paid for any changes of lower value for your experience. BOOKING/CANCELLATIONS POLICYBooking payments are per person (individual). Reservations are not
refundable but are transferable. All skydives include a $110 management fee that is non-refundable. To change your booking to another date and time, the supplier will require 48 hours' notice or your booking fee(s) is invalid. Rebooking your skydive without 48 hours in advance comes with a $110
rebooking fee. If you do not appear at check-in, a 100% cancellation fee will be charged. Failure to go through your skydive loses its jump, no is granted. Not all bookings are final, no refund will be paid for any changes of lower value for your experience. If your skydiving is cancelled due to weather or
other unforeseen circumstances, you must book another day to get the same experience. In this case, additional fees will be charged for the weekend's experience or for the transfer to different locations. Skydives can be transferred to another supplier's location, all price updates must be paid by the
customer. Cash repayments are not available when switching to a lower value experience. March 2017: Registration will not be refunded at the 2017 Citizens' Event. Training tickets are not returned, but they are transferable. Jump tickets are returned after the supplier's compensation form has been
completed (processed through the head office, i.e. refunds cannot be issued in the fall zone). GROUP BOOKING POLICY If there is more than one person who is skydiving, it is the responsibility of the group organiser to ensure that everyone in the group understands and accepts the supplier's terms and
conditions. Group booking organisers must assist the supplier by providing contact with the group organiser and arranging for persons who wish to dive together. Last-minute upgrades to group bookings must be paid before arrival time in the Drop Zone. Those who arrive in the drop zone without a deposit
will have to wait until the closing days of bookings before tandem skydiving. Although the supplier tries to keep the groups in the same burden, the supplier reserves the right to change the group configurations that arise from operational needs if necessary. Refunds are not made available when you
receive changes to your group configuration. GIFT CARDS POLICY Coupons are non-refundable, are not redeemable money, but are transferable. In order to transfer a gift card, the buyer must advise the supplier. All gift cards purchased directly through the supplier expire 6 months after the purchase.
Gift card extensions are available for $50 for a 3-month extension. If you don't show your scheduled date and time, it will invalidate your transaction. Treat your voucher like cash and make sure you don't lose it. Don't forget to present your voucher on arrival to check-in because you can't parachute in. Lost
or stolen gift cards are not returned and no replacements are available. If the cost of your experience is greater than the value of your voucher, you'll have to pay for it. If the cost of your experience is less than the value of your voucher, you are not entitled to a money back. If your voucher is lost or stolen,
you can't redeem your parachute and you'll have to buy a new voucher. When booking an adventure package, buyers must also agree to the terms and conditions of the relevant partner suppliers, which can be obtained by contacting their suppliers directly. VIDEO AND PHOTO CONDITIONSVideos and
videographer purchased through the supplier who took the material and have and retain the right to the footage and photographs. A licence agreement has been concluded between the supplier and the corresponding videographer who took the material. The supplier may use such materials for the
marketing and reproduction of the company and may be used or reproduced by the buyer or recipient only for private or internal use and may not be used for any commercial purpose, including advertising of the supplier's or supplier's products or services without the prior authorisation of the videographer
and SA. If you don't want your video footage or photos uploaded by a supplier to social media platforms, or use corporate marketing, it's your responsibility to advise the manifesto before your jump. Please note that if there should be any technical issues related to camera/dubbing equipment, you can not
make support for individual skydive because filming and skydive are two separate products. If we are unable to provide you with a skydive video or photo product due to technical issues, support for the video or photo product purchased will be issued. If only part of your video or photo product fails, the
balance of the amount you have been repaid, of which the value has been paid, will be issued to you. Videos purchased through your supplier will be tested on your tandemskydive day. Videos are available for all buyers to watch on the same day you want to watch it. Your acceptance of this day will be
deemed to be your approval video is fully operational. After leaving our offices, refunds will not be made available for videos that are not considered to be fully functional. Although video or photo booking is not mandatory, it is recommended because in some cases late change of mind can cause
disappointment. Disappointment.
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